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The wildly popular YouTube star behind Clean My Space presents the breakthrough 
solution to cleaning better with less effort 
  
 Melissa Maker is beloved by fans all over the world for her completely re-engineered 
approach to cleaning. As the dynamic new authority on home and living, Melissa knows 
that to invest any of our precious time in cleaning, we need to see big, long-lasting results. 
So, she developed her method to help us get the most out of our effort and keep our 
homes fresh and welcoming every day. In her long-awaited debut book, she shares her 
revolutionary 3-step solution:
   � Identify the most important areas (MIAs) in your home that need attention
   � Select the proper products, tools, and techniques (PTT) for the job
   � Implement these new cleaning routines so that they stick
Clean My Space takes the chore out of cleaning with Melissa's incredible tips and cleaning 
hacks (the power of pretreating!) her lightning fast 5-10 minute "express clean" routines for 
every room when time is tightest, and her techniques for cleaning even the most daunting 
places and spaces. And a big bonus:  Melissa gives guidance on the best non-toxic, eco-
conscious cleaning products and offers natural cleaning solution recipes you can make at 
home using essential oils to soothe and refresh. With Melissa's simple groundbreaking 
method you can truly live in a cleaner, more cheerful, and calming home all the time.
Melissa Maker is an entrepreneur, cleaning expert, founder of Toronto's most popular 
boutique cleaning service, and star of the Clean My Space channel on YouTube (but she 
still hates to clean!). Every week, Melissa delivers new videos dishing expert advice on 
cleaning products, tools, DIY substitutes, and practical, timesaving solutions to everyday 
problems. Melissa has appeared on the Today Show, and has been featured in Instyle, Real 
Simple, and Better Homes and Gardens."Whether it's the most routine cleaning task or 
your greatest cleaning challenge, Melissa Maker has the smartest and most effective 
solution for you. If they crowned cleaning geniuses, she'd be Queen."
-Peter Walsh, professional organizer and New York Times bestselling author

"Melissa Maker's debut book, Clean My Space: The Secret to Cleaning Better, Faster, and 
Loving Your Home Every Day is all about improving your home and more importantly, your 
mindset...The book is filled with eco-conscious housekeeping tips and DIY-style 
aromatherapy recipes to cheer up both your home and headspace."
-Apartment Therapy  
Other Books
Woman's Home Companion, 
�����. I  don 't pulse . This , then , was the new  world  , the new mind , I want to have lunch 
with her . nut life . ...  world  . You  don 't need to promise ,  Monty  . I &quot; I never did , ” 
Mildred said . &quot; Not the way know . you mean ."
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